
Quick Tip 
Leave at 
least 5 

minutes for 
clean up.

Important Numbers

Office: XXXX
Principal: XXXX
Point Person: XXXX
Intercom: XXXX

Quick Tip 
Limit free 
choice for 

faster clean 
up.

Art Room Cheat Sheet

What will happen each class period? 
 

BEGINNING: Classroom teachers will bring their classes to you. I greet students as they 
enter the room. Students go to the carpet, find a seat, and wait for directions. 

MIDDLE: Students should be working respectfully in their seats. You can use the “ART” 
system on the whiteboard. If they’re too loud, erase the “A”. Still too loud? “R” is gone. 
Not getting better? Bye Bye “T”. Once T is gone, there is NO talking in the art room. 

END: After cleaning up, students sit quietly in their seats. I dismiss quiet tables to line up 
by the “Line up Here” sign. Classroom teachers will pick up their classes. 

What do I do if a student misbehaves? 

Where can I find art materials? 

Student Artwork  clear bins at back of room
Art Materials  Table bins, cabinet next to “Los Colores” sign, labeled cupboards
Seating Charts  Whiteboard ledge

Please remember: Each student has a unique style of art. 
We celebrate all styles at Brooklyn Elementary. 

Art Room Classroom Management System 
Undesired Behavior 
•1st- Remind student what behavior you would like to see. Example: “Johnny, I 

would like you to be working on your art quietly.” 
•2nd- Give a Warning. Example: “Johnny, if you choose to continue being 

disruptive, I will ask you to take a break away from the group.” 
•3rd- Follow through with your warning. 
•4th- If the student continues the behavior after the consequence, please leave me 

a note and I will fill out an “Oops” sheet to go home. Thank you! 
Noise Level
•ART system: see “MIDDLE” above
Attention Getter: Verbal Cue, “I need your attention in 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.” At 0, 
students should have stopped their work, and should be looking and listening. 

Quick Tip 
While 

waiting in 
line, play 

telephone. 


